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ABSTRACT
Two case studies ofmarine stratocumulus (one nocturnal and drizzling, the other daytime andnonprecipitating)
are simulated by the UCLA large-eddy simulation model with bin microphysics for comparison with aircraft
in situ observations. A high-bin-resolution variant of the microphysics is implemented for closer comparison with
cloud drop size distribution (DSD) observations and a turbulent collision–coalescence kernel to evaluate the role
of turbulence on drizzle formation. Simulations agree well with observational constraints, reproducing observed
thermodynamic profiles (i.e., liquid water potential temperature and total moisture mixing ratio) as well as liquid
water path. Cloud drop number concentration and liquid water content profiles also agree well insofar as the
thermodynamic profiles match observations, but there are significant differences in DSD shape among simula-
tions that cause discrepancies in higher-order moments such as sedimentation flux, especially as a function of bin
resolution. Counterintuitively, high-bin-resolution simulations produce broader DSDs than standard resolution
for both cases. Examination of several metrics of DSD width and percentile drop sizes shows that various dis-
crepancies of model output with respect to the observations can be attributed to specific microphysical processes:
condensation spuriously creates DSDs that are too wide as measured by standard deviation, which leads to
collisional production of too many large drops. The turbulent kernel has the greatest impact on the low-bin-
resolution simulation of the drizzling case, which exhibits greater surface precipitation accumulation and broader
DSDs than the control (quiescent kernel) simulations. Turbulence effects on precipitation formation cannot be
definitively evaluated using binmicrophysics until the artificial condensation broadening issue has been addressed.
1. Introduction
Parameterizations of the microphysical processes
responsible for clouds and precipitation are necessary
in all numerical models of the atmosphere capable of
producing realistic flows because of the wide range of
spatial scales that must be represented. The convective
circulations that drive cloud and precipitation forma-
tion in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) occur at the
vertical scale of the PBL—from hundreds of meters
to a few kilometers—while the microphysical processes
that govern the evolution of cloud drops occur on scales
as small as micrometers (i.e., the size of the drops
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themselves). Despite the necessity for microphysical pa-
rameterizations, there remainmajor unresolved questions
regarding the representation of the relevant processes,
such that clouds and their interaction with other compo-
nents of the climate system are the leading source of
uncertainty in projections of future climate (IPCC 2013).
The ‘‘bin’’ approach to microphysical parameteriza-
tion, wherein the drop size distribution (DSD) is divided
into discrete size bins and each bin is operated on in-
dividually, has been regarded as the standard to which
other less complex schemes are compared, primarily
because the shape of theDSD is allowed to freely evolve
using a bin scheme (Khain et al. 2015). Results from
large-eddy simulations (LES) with bin microphysics have
also been used as the basis for estimating bulk parame-
terization process rates (Khairoutdinov andKogan 2000).
Despite the confidence placed in bin microphysics,
few studies have sought to quantify the ‘‘realism’’ of
bin microphysics output by comparing it with size-
resolved observations (either in situ or remotely sensed).
Khairoutdinov and Kogan (1999, their Figs. 5 and 11)
compared output from LES with bin microphysics
against aircraft observations and found remarkably
good qualitative agreement between simulated and
observed DSDs in terms of matchingmode diameter
and DSD shape (specifically, the right tail of the DSD)
despite using rather coarse vertical resolution for sim-
ulating stratocumulus (Dz5 25m). Their simulations
were designed to match the observations over the final
simulated hour, and no information on the temporal
evolution of the simulations was given; thus, it is unclear
whether the degree of model–observation agreement
is indicative of robust model performance or if instead
it was a fortunate transient. A more recent study by
Rémillard et al. (2017) compared synthetic Doppler
spectra from modeled DSDs with radar observations
over the Azores and found that the two LES models
used for the study produced too many of the largest
drops. The present study compares size-resolved output
of number concentration and mass mixing ratio with
observations from aircraft in situ probes to evaluate the
performance of a two-moment bin microphysics scheme
over the course of 6-h simulations.
Specifically, we examine the ability of modeled warm
clouds to initiate liquid precipitation. This topic, of-
ten referred to as the ‘‘warm rain problem’’ (Beard
and Ochs 1993), has received considerable attention
over the years. Collision–coalescence is the process re-
sponsible for growing drops from the small sizes attain-
able by condensation (drop diameter d; 20–30mm) to
the size of rain drops observed at the surface (d. 1mm)
on time scales commensurate with a single overturning
of the PBL (15–20min). A typical cloud drop 20mm in
diameter must undergo over 105 collisions to become a
1-mm raindrop in that time period. Many mechanisms
have been proposed to explain how collision–coalescence
initiation may be accelerated, such as heterogeneity by
turbulent mixing (Baker and Latham 1979; Cooper et al.
2013), giant cloud condensation nuclei (Johnson 1982;
Jensen and Nugent 2017), and direct augmentation of
collision–coalescence rates by turbulence (Devenish
et al. 2012; Grabowski and Wang 2013). Understanding
which of thesemechanisms, if any, contributes to bridging
the size gap in which neither condensation nor collision–
coalescence is effective is best done with a process model
such as LES with drop size–resolvingmicrophysics. The
model output can then be constrained by observations
(e.g., in situ aircraft measurements). Here, we use LES
with bin microphysics to gain a baseline understanding
of the ability of the model to form precipitation and
reproduce observed drop size distributions by simulat-
ing two case studies from the Physics of Stratocumulus
Tops (POST) field program: one in drizzling conditions
and the other nondrizzling. We then apply a turbulent
collision–coalescence kernel to examine the ability of
turbulence effects to accelerate the onset of collision–
coalescence in stratocumulus.
2. Model description
For our simulations, we use theUniversity of California,
Los Angeles, large-eddy simulation model (UCLA-LES;
Stevens and Seifert 2008) with the standard configuration
for dynamics, radiation, and subgrid diffusion: momen-
tum advection is computed with a fourth-order centered
scheme, scalar advection with a second-order monotonic
flux-limited scheme, radiation with a delta-4 stream approx-
imation (Pincus and Stevens 2009), and a Smagorinsky
approach is used for explicit subgrid-scale mixing.
The model domain is 7.2 3 7.2 3 1.2 km3 with
Dx5 50m and boundary layer Dz5 5m with a loga-
rithmically stretched vertical grid above 600m; a total of
14423 135 grid points are used. A prescribed large-scale
divergence of 33 1026 s21 is applied, a comparable value
to other modeling studies of northeast Pacific marine
stratocumulus (e.g., Ackerman et al. 2004, 2009); simu-
lation results are insensitive to this value within a factor
of 2. Surface fluxes are prescribed for each case study
(see section 3 and Table 1).
We use the Tel Aviv University two-moment bin mi-
crophysics scheme (Tzivion et al. 1987, 1989) in a similar
configuration to that of Stevens et al. (1998), but we add
the option to choose between two bin resolutions: the
standard mass-doubling grid (logarithmic bin spacing
factor p5 2, 33 bins; henceforth LO) or a high-resolution
grid (p5 21/4, 132 bins; HI), which more closely matches
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the bin resolution of the drop size distribution ob-
servations. In both cases, drop sizes span the range
3, d, 1500 mm. UCLA-LES uses a third-order Runge–
Kutta time stepping scheme for dynamics; the micro-
physics subroutine is called outside of the Runge–Kutta
loop. In addition to reducing computational ex-
pense, this is consistent with how the microphysical
forcing is calculated with respect to the dynamical
tendency of supersaturation (Clark 1973; Stevens
et al. 1996a).
The microphysics scheme is configured such that ac-
tivation of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), condensa-
tion, evaporation, collision–coalescence, and sedimentation
are considered; aerosol processing, drop breakup, and
ice processes are neglected. Condensation and evapo-
ration are performed with the ‘‘top hat’’ approximation
method of Stevens et al. (1996a). This method assumes
a uniform rectangular number/mass distribution of as-
sumed width within each bin (hence ‘‘top hat’’), trans-
lates the top hat distribution according to the analytic
solution, and remaps the top hats to bins. For collision–
coalescence, the algorithm of Tzivion et al. (1987) is
used for LO resolution and Tzivion et al. (1999) for HI
resolution. We note that Tzivion et al. (1999) also dis-
cretize the stochastic collection equation for p5 21/2 and
p5 21/3 grid spacings. Activation is handled as by Stevens
et al. [(1996a, 1998); i.e., as a mass flux to the smallest
drop bin with lognormally distributed constant CCN
concentration (no aerosol processing)]; in these simula-
tions, geometric mean diameter and standard deviation
(Dg, sd)5 (0:12mm, 1:7). A first-order upwind scheme
is used for sedimentation. For the simulations presented
in this study, a ‘‘dry’’ start is prescribed (i.e., no liquid
water is present at model startup).
Turbulence is coupled to collision–coalescence via
the collision kernel K. Numerous parameterizations
of turbulent collision–coalescence rates have been de-
veloped for use in dynamical models (Ayala et al. 2008b;
Franklin 2008; Benmoshe et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2016;
Onishi and Seifert 2016). We use the Ayala kernel
(Ayala et al. 2008b), which extends the quiescent
hydrodynamical kernel of Hall (1980) to account for
the effects of microscale turbulence on the geometric
collection kernel (Ayala et al. 2008b) and collision
efficiency (Wang and Grabowski 2009). Turbulent
enhancement of the kernel is parameterized as a function
of the turbulent dissipation rate « [i.e.,KAyala(m1, m2, «)],
which is calculated in the subgrid diffusion scheme as
the product of eddy viscosity and strain rate.
Kernel coefficients for use in the collision–coalescence
subroutine are calculated offline and stored in a
lookup table. The Ayala kernel is explicitly defined
from hybrid direct numerical simulation (DNS) at
«5 f10, 100, 400g cm2 s23 for the geometric collision
kernel (Ayala et al. 2008a) and at «5 f100, 400g for col-
lision efficiency (Wang and Grabowski 2009). To avoid
repeated interpolation during runtime, Ayala kernel co-
efficients are generated by linear interpolation at discrete
values of dissipation rate relevant to shallow convection
«5 f0, 10, 30, 50, 100, 300, 400, 600g cm2 s23. The ker-
nel value in a grid cell is then selected by rounding up «
[e.g., for 10, «# 30 cm2 s23, K(«5 30)], with the ex-
ception that K(«, 1)5K(0). The Ayala kernel reduces
to the Hall kernel for «5 0. The ‘‘round up’’ approach
leads to artificial acceleration of collision–coalescence
rates because the Ayala kernel is a monotonically in-
creasing function of « and thus will slightly overestimate
turbulent collision–coalescence. Further uncertainty is
introduced by the nonlinear dependence of the turbu-
lent kernel on « and a lack of DNS-derived kernel values
at the low dissipation rates prevalent in marine strato-
cumulus (typical «, 10 cm2 s23; Siebert et al. 2010).
DNS kernel results from lower « values are desirable
to verify the interpolation approach. This study is not
the first to implement the Ayala kernel in a dynami-
cal model, although it is the first to focus on strato-
cumulus; other studies have implemented it for use
with both bin and bulk microphysics schemes to
simulate shallow cumulus (e.g., Seifert et al. 2010;
Wyszogrodzki et al. 2013).
Simulations with four basic configurations are per-
formed for each case study: standard mass-doubling
spectral resolution with the standard, nonturbulent
(or quiescent) collision kernel (default ‘‘control’’ config-
uration; LO-CTRL); standard resolution with the turbu-
lent kernel (LO-TURB); high spectral resolutionwith the
quiescent kernel (HI-CTRL); and high spectral resolu-
tion with the turbulent kernel (HI-TURB). In addition,
simulations with only the condensation/evaporation
subroutine activated (COND; i.e., no collision–coalescence
TABLE 1. Prescribed parameters for the simulated cases. SHF is surface sensible heat flux, LHF is surface latent heat flux, SST is sea
surface temperature, andNa is aerosol number mixing ratio. SHF, LHF, and SST are derived from observations, while Na is set to match
typical observed cloud drop number concentration.
Case Date SHF (Wm22) LHF (Wm22) SST (K) Na (mg
21)
TO14 12 Aug 2008 6.4 17.7 286.1 125
TO17 15 Aug 2008 1.5 3.8 285.8 110
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or drop sedimentation) will also be used. All simulations
are run for 6 h, and, unless otherwise noted, the profiles
presented are horizontal domain averages over the last
4 h of each simulation. The quiescent Hall kernel is al-
ways used during the first hour of simulation time, at
which point simulations branch into CTRL and TURB
variants. This is done to avoid spuriously large collision–
coalescence rates duringmodel spinup, when « can
fluctuate widely. In all figures where results from simu-
lations are presented, blue represents LO-resolution
simulations, and red represents HI-resolution simula-
tions. The line style indicates the collision kernel, with
CTRL represented by a solid line and TURB by a
dashed line.Where it appears that only a solid line exists
for a given resolution, there is no noticeable difference
between CTRL and TURB simulations. Vertical pro-
files of the observations binned in 5-m-altitude in-
crements are plotted in black for those variables for
which observations exist.
3. Observations and case studies
Observational data are derived from research flights
conducted during the POST campaign, which took
place during July and August 2008 in a box bounded
by 35.58–37.58N, 122.58–124.58W, off the coast of Mon-
terey, California. Research flights were flown by the
Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Studies (CIRPAS) Twin Otter, which was instrumented
with thermodynamic, dynamic, and microphysics probes.
Details of the instrumentation are available in Carman
et al. (2012) and Gerber et al. (2013).
Of primary relevance to this study are the micro-
physics probes. Cloud drops of diameter 2–100mm are
sampled by an Artium phase Doppler interferometer
(PDI; Chuang et al. 2008), and drizzle drops of diame-
ter 25–1550mm are sampled by a Droplet Measurement
Technologies cloud imaging probe (CIP; Baumgardner
andKorolev 1997; Korolev 2007). The sampling range of
the PDI and CIP overlap, so construction of a merged
DSD from the full size range sampled (2–1550mm) for
comparison with model output involves selection of a
crossover size between instruments. The full sampling
range of one instrument could be used, but the CIP has
known sizing issues for drops smaller than 100mm (e.g.,
Strapp et al. 2001); hence, it is desirable to minimize use
of CIP bins smaller than 100mm. While the PDI has no
such sizing issues, its small sampling volume results in
degradation of population statistics for drops signifi-
cantly larger than ;80mm in the relatively clean con-
ditions observed during POST (12 of 17 flights hadmean
drop concentration N& 100 cm23; Witte et al. 2017).
The crossover diameter is chosen to be 65mm, such that
there is almost no overlap between the two instruments.
While this choice leads to the use of two CIP bins sam-
pling drops d, 100 mm, we found this produced the best
full DSD.
All observed microphysical quantities, except liquid
water content (LWC) and drop concentration N, are
calculated from 1-Hz merged DSDs, and profiles are
derived by takingmedians over 5-m-altitude bins. Pro-
files of LWC and N were calculated from only the PDI
(Carman et al. 2012) because cloud base height is esti-
mated using cloud LWC and should not take into ac-
count contributions to liquid water from sedimenting
drizzle drops (in this case, defined as drops in the CIP
range, i.e., d. 65mm).
Flights during POST focused on the cloud-top region
and the inversion layer above it. The Twin Otter pri-
marily sampled an altitude range within;100m of cloud
top by performing 30-min (;100km) sawtooth maneu-
vers at an ascent/descent rate of 1.5ms21 across a quasi-
Lagrangian trajectory, with a full boundary layer slant
profile and a series of three short (22 km) level legs from
near the sea surface to midcloud preceding each saw-
tooth leg. Further information on POST flight patterns
can be found in Gerber et al. (2013). This focus on a thin
layer of the atmosphere resulted in limited sampling of
the surface mixed layer, the cloud base, and the free
troposphere. As such, several of the free-tropospheric
soundings are based on only two to four aircraft tra-
verses. Initial soundings are constructed from idealized
linear piecewise fits to the observations to reflect low
confidence in the ability of a few data points to represent
the mean state of the atmosphere.
The criteria for case study selection were a well-
developed cloud layer (no incipient/dissipating cloud),
minimal change in boundary layer height over the
observational period (absolute change in inversion
height jdzi/dtj, 1 cm s21), and minimal wind shear
(Us, 0:15 s
21). The cases selected are TO14 (12 Aug
2008) and TO17 (15 Aug 2008), which were specifically
chosen to contrast nocturnal, drizzling conditions (TO14)
with daytime, nonprecipitating conditions (TO17). Flight
TO7, a daytime precipitating case, also met these criteria.
Table 1 gives values of prescribed parameters used for
each simulation. The surface sensible and latent heat
fluxes are computed from aircraft observations during
level near-sea-surface flight legs (z; 252 30m above
sea level; D. Khelif 2016, personal communication), and
SST (necessary for radiation calculations) is taken from
buoy observations (NDBC 46042; 36.7858N, 122.3988W)
at the nearest time to aircraft takeoff. Aerosol number
mixing ratio Na was set to match the average observed
cloud drop number concentration within cloud (defined
as LWC .0:01 gm23). The observational context of
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each case will be explored individually in the remainder
of this section.
a. Case 1: TO14
Figure 1 shows the model initial soundings super-
imposed on Twin Otter (TO) observations. TO14
sampled a nocturnal marine stratocumulus setting with a
moderate inversion capping the boundary layer starting
at 490m (DT5 11:7 K,Dqy521:47 gkg
21; Gerber et al.
2013). Despite a change in wind direction (98) and
magnitude (6.2m s21) through the inversion, there was
minimal shear at cloud top (Us5 0:069 s
21). Increasing
the complexity of the y-wind component sounding
by including the rapid decrease in wind speed from
600 to 700m did not substantially alter simulation
results. The 0000 UTC upper-air sounding from Oakland
Airport (OAK) is used in conjunction with a standard
summer subtropical sounding (McClatchy et al. 1971) to
inform themodel radiation parameterization. TheOAK
sounding broadly agrees with the aircraft measurements
(up to 1 km). Above that, temperature decreases with
altitude until 16 km, and qt decreases monotonically
(not shown).
The profile of the merged DSD is presented in Fig. 2.
Mode diameter increases from 12mm at cloud base to
;27mm at cloud top. Interestingly, DSD width as
measured by standard deviation s of drop diameter is a
constant;4 mm throughout the cloud layer, resulting in
decreasing relative dispersion [s(d)/d] with altitude (not
shown). Note that s and relative dispersion are ex-
pressed in terms of diameter instead of radius. This
value of standard deviation is comparable to previously
observed values (e.g., Pawlowska et al. 2006; Lu et al.
2007), although we observe considerably lower s than
that measured by Hudson and Svensson (1995) in com-
parable drop concentration conditions (likely due to
differences in instrumentation). The decrease of rela-
tive dispersion with altitude is consistent with the low
drop number concentration marine case presented by
Pawlowska et al. (2006). Drizzle drops (d. 100mm)
were observed at all levels, with significant concentra-
tions of drizzle drops d. 200mm in the lowest 100m of
cloud and the largest drops approaching 1mm in di-
ameter. At lower levels, a shoulder in the DSD at
d; 180mm can be seen. TO14 was the most heavily
precipitating case observed during POST, with mean
cloud base rain rateRCB5 0:5mmday
21 and cloud layer
N’ 78 cm23. Apparent gaps in the DSD between 50
and 80mm are a consequence of the choice of crossover
diameter between the PDI and CIP.
FIG. 1. Input soundings for TO14. (from left to right) Profiles of liquid water potential temperature ul , total watermixing ratio qt , u-wind
component (west–east), and y-wind component (north–south). Gray dots are 1-Hz observations, black-filled circles are 10-m binned
median observations, and blue solid lines are initial model soundings.
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b. Case 2: TO17
TO17 is one of the more complex POST cases, with a
polluted haze layer (aerosol concentration;1400 cm23)
occupying the first 200m above the inversion and cirrus
above that (zCT. 8 km). The inversion itself was well
defined in terms of temperature but exhibited a
weakly positive moisture jump (Fig. 3; DT5 6:8K,
Dqy510:21 g kg
21; Gerber et al. 2013). Despite the
prevailing onshore winds (i.e., u. 0) during TO17, we
speculate that the haze layer was likely of continental
origin. The haze appeared to impinge on cloud top, but
did not contribute significantly to CCN, which occurred
in abundances less than 65mg21 at 0.1% supersaturation
in the free troposphere. Cloud drop concentration
averaged 80 cm23, though higher values exceeding
200 cm23 were observed farther offshore, some of the
highest concentrations seen during POST. Although
RCB was negligible during this flight, isolated values in
excess of 1mmday21 were observed.
The profile of the merged DSD is given in Fig. 4 and
shows a clearly nonprecipitating cloud layer with very
few drops d. 100mm observed. Decreasing relative
dispersion with altitude and the lack of a shoulder in the
DSD (as seen in TO14) support this interpretation.
TO17 displays much less drizzle despite having compa-
rable N to TO14, which can be attributed to the
cloud layer being 80–90m shallower during TO17.
Limited concentrations of larger drops were observed,
but it should be noted that drops of the mode size are
separated by about eight orders of magnitude in con-
centration from the largest drops observed at the same
level. The increased small drop concentrations (d, 10mm)
apparent near 300m in Fig. 4 coincide with aircraft passes
through a ship track. Finally, there is no evidence of
activation near cloud top, consistent with the assertion
that the overlying haze layer contained few CCN.
4. Model results and comparison with observations
We begin our analysis of the results with basic ther-
modynamic and bulk microphysical variables to dem-
onstrate that the LES reasonably reproduces the case
studies. In section 5, we compare simulated and ob-
served DSDs to better understand discrepancies in bulk
quantities between simulations and observations as well
as differences amongmodel microphysical configura-
tions. Vertical profiles from LES output are horizontal
means averaged over hours 3–6 unless otherwise noted.
Observational profiles are calculated by takingmedians
over flight data in 5-m-altitude bins to agree with model
vertical resolution in the boundary layer. In all figures,
blue shading indicates LO bin resolution and red HI bin
resolution, solid lines the quiescent collision kernel
(CTRL), and dashed lines the turbulent kernel (TURB).
a. Case 1: TO14
1) DOMAIN AVERAGE TIME SERIES
Simulations of TO14 exhibit liquid water path (LWP)
and cloud boundaries in good agreement with observa-
tional constraints, as shown in Fig. 5. Model LWP starts
higher than observed and ends with LWP within 5% of
the upper observational bound. The beginning of the
decrease in LWP from its peak is roughly coincident
with surface precipitation rate, reaching a maximum just
before 3 h for each model configuration, and both LWP
and surface precipitation rate reach an approximate
steady state by the final hour of the simulations. LWP
is primarily being reduced by precipitation as opposed
to entrainment, which after 2 h is typically lower than
the average observed value, Eobs5 0:926 0:18 cm s
21
[dashed line; bottom panel, Fig. 5; value from Gerber
et al. (2013)].
2) PROFILES
Profiles of LES output and aircraft measurements for
TO14 are shown in Fig. 6. The inversion is 35–40m
higher than observed. Total moisture qt5 qy1 qc is
lower than observed by 0.3–0.4 g kg21 between 380 and
500m, but agrees well with the initial profile and aircraft
FIG. 2. TO14 profile of the merged DSD as a function of altitude
in 5-m-altitude bins (shown every 35m). The units of the vertical
axis are the logarithm of concentration translated by altitude and
scaled such that three ticks on the vertical axis correspond to one
order of magnitude in concentration dN/d log d [i.e., the plotted
quantity is 30 log10(dN/d logd)1 z]. The alternating colors are
solely for visual clarity, and the thin horizontal lines show the al-
titude associated with each DSD.
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measurements above 550m. The temporally averaged
model profiles presented mask evolution of the bound-
ary layer (BL): in addition to deepening by;60 m total,
the BL cools by 0.4K and dries by 0.3 g kg21. Model
configuration does not have a significant effect on these
profiles or their temporal evolution.
The agreement (or lack thereof) between model and
observations in the thermodynamic profiles is re-
flected in the bulk microphysical variables as well: as
can be seen in Fig. 5, cloud top is higher than observed
since the inversion is higher, although peak LWC is
the same magnitude (;0:7 gm23) and at the same al-
titude (;450m) as observed. Number concentration
N is somewhat of a tunable parameter since Na is pre-
scribed, and good agreement with observed cloud mean
N5 79 cm23 is found for Na5 125mg
21. Despite all
model configurations for this case having identical in-
puts and prescribed parameters (e.g., Na), the HI- and
LO-resolution configurations have noticeably (if subtly)
different N and LWC profiles. The turbulent collision–
coalescence kernel has barely any effect on the bulk
microphysical variables, which can be attributed to
the low turbulence dissipation rate « above the surface
shear layer. While it is infeasible to generate an ob-
served profile of « due to the aircraft sampling pattern,
Jen-La Plante et al. (2016) estimate «; 6 cm2 s23 from
aircraft observations in the well-mixed cloud-top layer
for TO14, suggesting that the LES is generating realistic
turbulence magnitude.
Finally, simulated sedimentation flux R (in units of
rain rate; mmday21) shows variable agreement with the
observations. Note that the subcloud R profile shown in
Fig. 6 was also computed for R. 0 (1 symbols). This
was done to minimize the effects of intermittency, which
otherwise result in median R(z)5 0 for z, 80 m, where
the aircraft observed no precipitation about 60% of the
time with no obvious spatial dependence. This alternate
subcloud profile gives the typical magnitude ofRwhen it
is drizzling. A comparable alternate profile is not con-
structed frommodel output, as the precipitation fraction
(number of model columns with surface precipitation)
was above 75% for the entirety of the sampling period
for all simulations. Descending from cloud top, simu-
lated R is lower than observed, within the range of ob-
served values near midcloud for all configurations, and
comparable or greater than the upper observed bound
from cloud base to the surface. For the HI configura-
tions, R noticeably exceeds the observed median values
of ;0:5mmday21 in the lowest 100m, a curious result
given the minor differences between HI and LO in
FIG. 3. Input soundings for TO17. (from left to right) Profiles of liquid water potential temperature ul , total watermixing ratio qt , u-wind
component (west-east), and y-wind component (north-south). Gray dots are all observations, black filled circles are 10-m binned median
observations, and blue solid lines are initial model soundings.
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N (,2 cm23) and LWC (,0:01 gm23). The response of
the turbulent kernel as a function of bin resolution is
configuration dependent: for HI resolution, coupling
turbulence to collision–coalescence produces a very
small effect onR relative to the CTRL kernel that peaks
in the midcloud region, while for LO resolution, turbu-
lence increasesRmore substantially (by;0:1 mmday21)
in the lower portion of the cloud.
b. Case 2: TO17
DOMAIN AVERAGE TIME SERIES
TO17 LWP is consistently near the lower observa-
tional bound of 68 gm22, except during spinup (Fig. 7).
All configurations follow nearly the same trajectory in
terms of LWP, with only very small differences in terms
of surface accumulation (note vertical axes of the third
panel of Fig. 7). Given that the entrainment rate is
reasonably close to observed (E; 0:25 cms21) and pre-
cipitation is negligible, it is somewhat surprising that
cloud top does not rise over the course of the simula-
tions. Reducing the prescribed large-scale divergence
by a factor of 2 did not affect this result.
c. Profiles
The profiles of ul and qt in Fig. 8 show a lower in-
version height than observed (by 20–30m) and slight
warming and moistening of the BL (by about 1/10K
and gkg21, respectively). Cloud top is accordingly lower;
although N agrees fairly well with the observations in
terms of magnitude (observed cloud meanN; 80 cm23),
the shallower cloud layer is unable to reach the samepeak
LWC, falling short by ;0:05 gm23. It is unclear what
causes the lowering of the cloud layer, although it may be
related to drop sedimentation; a simulation with sedi-
mentation deactivated resulted in an LWC profile that
matched cloud-top altitude and peak LWC to within 5%
of the observed values (not shown). Alternatively, the
overlying haze layer may decrease cloud-top evaporation
due to decreased incident shortwave radiation. The rel-
atively high moisture content of the haze layer (recall
there was almost no moisture jump observed during
TO17)may also have limited the ability of the cloud layer
to cool via outgoing longwave radiation, dampening the
dynamics of the boundary layer. Inclusion of the radiative
effects of the haze layer in the model configuration would
likely improve agreement with the observations.
Differences in N and LWC between LO- and HI-bin-
resolution simulations are again minor for N and LWC,
and the turbulent kernel has no discernible effect, with
mean « very near the limit at which the kernel is acti-
vated (threshold «5 1 cm2 s23) above 200m.Despite the
similarity of N and LWC for LO and HI configurations,
peak R is;0:13 mmday21 higher in the HI configuration,
a value still 0.2mmday21 lower than peak observed R.
The discrepancy with respect to observations is likely
due to the reduced depth of the simulated cloud deck.
As with Fig. 6, the subcloudR profile was also computed
for R. 0 only (1 symbols); this is not as informative for
TO17 as for TO14, where only 12% of observations
below 100m had R. 0, and a median value of R5 0 is
likely more representative.
5. Comparison of LES DSD output
with observations
From Figs. 6 and 8, it is clear that the microphysics
scheme can reproduce observed bulk DSD properties
such as N and LWC with fidelity to the extent that the
input parameters and thermodynamic profiles upon
which they depend are accurate, but the vertical profile
of a higher-order moment of the DSD such as R (de-
pending on drop size,R corresponds to the fourth or fifth
moment of the DSD) is more problematic. These dis-
crepancies occur despite minor differences in mean
profiles of LWC and N and therefore must be caused
by differences in the shape of modeled and observed
DSDs, which arise from a combination of uncertainty
in process rates, simplified representation of the un-
derlyingmicrophysics, and differences in thermody-
namic forcing. Directly untangling the contribution of
FIG. 4. TO17 profile of the merged DSD as a function of altitude
in 5m altitude bins (shown every 35m). The units of the vertical
axis are the logarithm of concentration translated by altitude
and scaled such that three ticks on the vertical axis correspond to
one order of magnitude in concentration dN/d log d [i.e., the
plotted quantity is 30 log10(dN/d logd)1 z]. The alternating colors
are solely for visual clarity and the thin horizontal lines show the
altitude associated with each DSD.
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process rate uncertainty and flawed physics based on
aircraft observations is challenging (e.g., Witte et al.
2017), but model output makes this task more tractable
because output DSD statistics are robust, and different
processes can be selectively activated or deactivated
within the microphysics scheme.
To quantify how well the model reproduces observed
DSD shape, several metrics are utilized that collapse the
DSD from a function of many size categories to a single
value: standard deviation s of drop number size distri-
bution (a standard measure of DSD width), various
percentile diameters of drop mass size distribution (e.g.,
d50, d99), and Dd995 d992 d50, which quantifies only the
width of the right tail. These metrics allow for an easily
interpreted analysis of DSD variation with altitude yet
still depend on the shape of the full distribution. Model
DSD metrics are calculated from 3D output of bin mi-
crophysics variables and observed metrics from 1-Hz
observations to avoid artificial broadening by calculating
values from horizontal-mean DSDs.
Profiles of s and Dd99 for both case studies are shown
in Fig. 9. In addition to the basic configurations, two
more curves showing output from simulations with only
condensation/evaporation activated (LO COND and
HI COND; dash–dot curves) are included. These two
metrics give similar pictures of the model’s performance
but differ in the details: s and Dd99 give a reasonable
match to the observations away from cloud boundaries
(for both cases, LO configurations are within the spread
of observed s and HI within the spread of observed
Dd99) but diverge from the observations at cloud top and
below cloud base. The COND simulations also agree
well with observed s in the absence of collision–
coalescence for both cases, in general tracking within
0.5mm of the lower bound of observed s away from
cloud boundaries. This might be expected for TO17
since it is essentially nonprecipitating, but it is rather
surprising that it occurs for TO14 as well. In contrast
with the good agreement in the central part of the cloud,
s is too large near cloud top, which we attribute to the
FIG. 5. Domain average time series, TO14 case, of LWP, cloud base and top altitude (zCB
and zCT, respectively), surface precipitation accumulation rate, and entrainment rate. Dashed
black lines indicate observational constraints. LWP bounds are computed from TO profile
maneuvers through the entire cloud depth; the minimum and maximum observed values
are shown. Cloud boundaries zCB and zCT are the lowest and highest levels with mean LWC
.0:01 gm23 (same definition used for model output). Entrainment rate is calculated as
E5dzi/dt1Dzi (Ackerman et al. 2009), where inversion height zi is defined as the height of
the maximum ul gradient, and D is subsidence rate.
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well-documented ‘‘spurious supersaturation’’ issue (Stevens
et al. 1996b; Grabowski and Morrison 2008). Below cloud
base, s is greater than observed for TO14 but does not
grow large enough for TO17. It is interesting that the
maximum observed values below cloud are quite large,
despite TO17 having a much lower cloud base rain
rate (TO14 maximum s5 37:9mm, TO17 maximum
s5 32:8mm). While s has frequently been used as the
preferred metric for spectral width in the literature
because of its importance in radiation parameteri-
zations (Martin et al. 1994; Liu and Daum 2000;
Pawlowska et al. 2006), these results indicate that in-
cloud s may be a poor metric for precipitation formation,
as there is little difference between the precipitating and
nonprecipitating cases.
Right tail width Dd99 more successfully differentiates
between drizzling and nondrizzling conditions within
cloud. Note that the abscissae of theDd99 panels of Fig. 9
are identical in range; descending from cloud top, TO17
Dd99 increases slowly and observed values never exceed
100mm, while for TO14 observed Dd99 increases almost
linearly within cloud, peaking at 160–170mm a few tens
of meters above cloud base. Below cloud base, there are
few to no small cloud drops, causing d50 to increase dra-
matically (e.g., Fig. 10), and therefore Dd99 quickly de-
creases. In general, the shapes of the profiles are well
reproduced by the LES, but the profile maxima are
overpredicted and occur too close to the surface. For both
cases, HI resolution produces larger maximum Dd99 than
LO. Focusing on TO14, the response of Dd99 to the tur-
bulent kernel is opposite for the two different spectral
resolutions, with a turbulence-induced increase inDd99 for
LO resolution and a decrease for HI. It is unclear whether
the differing response to the turbulent kernel as a function
of bin resolution is a numerical consequence of differences
in how kernel coefficients are calculated (see Tzivion et al.
1999), or if it is instead a consequence of the tendency of
the HI configuration to produce wider DSDs from con-
densation (i.e., larger s). In other words, if the primary
effect of the turbulent kernel is to accelerate the pro-
duction of the first efficient collector drops, the DSDs
obtained from condensation with the HI configuration
may be sufficiently broad to mask the effects of the tur-
bulent kernel in the context of marine stratocumulus.
Since Dd99 depends on d99 and d50, it is instructive
to examine both to determine why simulated Dd99 is
FIG. 6. Profiles of time and domain average LES output, TO14 case, of liquid water potential temperature ul , total moisture mixing
ratio qt , turbulence dissipation rate «, drop number concentrationN, LWC, and sedimentation fluxR. The black dashed line in the « panel
denotes the threshold « below which the turbulent kernel is not applied, and the asterisk is estimated observed « for the cloud-top layer.
In the R panel, 1 symbols denote subcloud levels for which the median was computed for R. 0 only.
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typically larger than observed below cloud base. Profiles
of various right tail percentile diameters (d50, d75, d90,
d95, and d99) are presented in Figs. 10 and 11. Beginning
with case TO14 (Fig. 10), median diameter d50 is best
matched by the HI configurations, with the LO con-
figurations 2–3mm smaller than observed in cloud.
Moving to higher-percentile diameters, some dis-
agreement with the observations is apparent, espe-
cially near and below cloud base. The altitude at
which the model and observations diverge is succes-
sively higher in cloud, suggesting that the model mi-
crophysics does not create large drops as quickly as
observed. At the extreme end of the right tail, though,
simulated d99 is comparable to observed (at least for
the HI configuration) and continues to increase after
observed d99 ceases to grow near cloud base. With
respect to Dd99, it appears that the larger-than-observed
values in Fig. 9 are due to overestimation of d99, as
opposed to d50.
The median and intermediate percentiles of the right
tail of the DSD for TO17 (Fig. 11) are comparable to
TO14, agreeing well with the observations in cloud
for the HI configurations. There is also some disagree-
ment for d75 through d95 in the 100m above cloud base,
although it is not as pronounced for TO17. With d99,
on the other hand, a sudden shift in observed values
to values greater than 50mm at z; 250m indicates
that some drizzle drops were generated in cloud, which
the model did not reproduce. We hesitate to ascribe
any physical significance to this particular aspect of dis-
agreement because it is unusual to observe a sharp in-
crease in d99 without a commensurate increase in other
large percentiles (e.g., d90, d95).
6. Discussion and implications
Overall, LES with bin microphysics appears to re-
produce the bulk microphysical quantitiesN, LWC, and
R with considerable fidelity in the context of drizzling
and nondrizzlingmarine stratocumulus. This is particu-
larly notable in the precipitating case, for which the
simplifying assumption of constant Na is dubious: using
Eq. (14) from Wood (2006), we estimate a cloud-mean
coalescence scavenging rate of 18 cm23 day21 from the
TO14 LO CTRL simulation, or about 30% of observed
mean N for this case. Nevertheless, further questions
are raised by the different results obtained using dif-
ferent numerical configurations of the microphysics
scheme: Why does the response to activating the tur-
bulent kernel vary as a function of bin resolution?
FIG. 7. Domain average time series, TO17 case, of LWP, zCB and zCT, surface precipita-
tion accumulation rate, and entrainment rate E. Dashed black lines indicate observational
constraints. See Fig. 5 for more information.
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When the LES does adequately reproduce the profile
of a higher-order moment such as R, is it for the ‘‘right’’
physical reasons?
Based on the argument of Morrison et al. (2018), we
speculate that numerical diffusion caused by separating
spatial advection and condensation/evaporation likely
leads the model to produce spectra that are too wide
(i.e., s greater than observed) regardless of spectral
resolution. The issue is that vertical transport of drops
by numerical mixing is not accompanied by changes in
drop size (e.g., due to adiabatic lifting). This problem is
worsened by the use of a coarse grid in the vertical.
Using only condensation/evaporation in a 1D Eulerian
model and 3D LES with the same microphysical scheme
as that employed here, Morrison et al. (2018) found that
increasing bin resolution leads to broader spectra, all
else being equal. We obtain similar results in drizzling
and nondrizzling conditions. Including the collision–
coalescence and sedimentation processes appears to
exacerbate the issue: the HI configurations produce
the widest spectra as measured by both s and Dd99
(Fig. 9), as well as stronger subcloud sedimentation
fluxes than the LO configurations. In addition, cloud
base is 20–30m too low in the drizzling case, which
may be a signature of the spurious broadening problem
in terms of evaporation. The link between DSD width
from condensation/evaporation (best measured by s)
and from collision–coalescence (best measured by Dd99)
is surprisingly straightforward: in these simulations, the
simulation with the largest s of the ensemble also had
the largest Dd99. Past work has typically focused on
limiting numerical diffusion in the collision–coalescence
scheme (e.g., Tzivion et al. 1999), but our results sug-
gest that spurious broadening caused by condensation/
evaporation may propagate to collisional growth. This
is not to say numerical diffusion in collision–coalescence
schemes can be entirely ignored; at cloud base, the
drizzle mode maximum (in terms of rain size distribu-
tion dR/d logd; not shown) occurs at about the same size
(d; 200mm) for both resolutions, but HI simulations
have higher concentration at that size than LO as well
as a truncated right tail (maximum size attained is
about 100mm smaller for HI). In a future study, a
method to limit this artificial DSD broadening will be
implemented, and the question of why HI bin reso-
lution produces wider spectra can be more rigorously
addressed.
The tendency of TO14 HI simulations to produce
wider spectra also has implications for understanding
precipitation initiation in the framework of Eulerian
FIG. 8. Profiles of time and domain average LES output, TO17 case, of ul , qt , «, N, LWC, and R. In the R panel, 1 symbols denote
subcloud levels for which the median was computed using R. 0 only. See Fig. 6 caption for more information.
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LES with bin microphysics. The bin scheme produces
good agreement with observed R [peak R is near the
right altitude for both cases and is of comparable mag-
nitude for TO14, where HI max(R); 1:3 mmday21 and
observed max(R); 1:6 mmday21]—even the shapes of
the DSDs match reasonably well for both cases—and
there is little to no evidence of a process rate bottleneck
that prevents the model from forming sufficient drizzle.
But if the reason for this good agreement is numerical as
opposed to physical, then hypotheses regarding the
physics (i.e., the roles of turbulent collision–coalescence,
giant CCN, entrainment broadening, etc. in warm rain
formation) cannot be tested. This is especially true in
weakly dynamically forced environments such as those
simulated for this study and may help explain the di-
vergent effects of the turbulent collision–coalescence
kernel as a function of bin resolution. In the presence of
weak turbulence, broader DSDs (i.e., HI CTRL) are
associated with greater net collision–coalescence rates
than narrower DSDs to which the turbulent kernel has
been applied (LO TURB). Therefore, the turbulent
kernel serves to broaden the distribution and increase
R for the LOTURB configuration relative to LOCTRL,
while the DSD is already sufficiently broad for HI
TURB that the primary effect of the kernel is to reduce
the residence time of the very largest drops because they
growmore quickly and sediment out faster.
7. Conclusions
Simulations of two case studies of marine stratocu-
mulus with varying spectral resolution and collision–
coalescence numerics have been presented to evaluate
the ability of LES with bin microphysics to reproduce
in situ observed drop size distributions. The case studies
were chosen to be relatively steady in terms of bound-
ary layer characteristics and to contrast precipitating
and nonprecipitating conditions. To the extent that the
thermodynamic profiles (i.e., ul and qt) are reproduced
with fidelity, the model satisfactorily simulates bulk
cloud properties such as LWP (Figs. 5 and 7), N, LWC,
and R (Figs. 6 and 8) with respect to the observations.
FIG. 9. Profiles of (top) s[N(d)] and (bottom) Dd99. Results for (left) TO14 and (right) TO17. Insets of s panels
show in-cloud values. Shading of the observations corresponds with observational density; darker shading indicates
a relatively greater number of observations, and thus higher confidence in the plotted value. Cloud boundaries
(symbols on ordinate axis) are the lowest and highest levels with LWC .0:01 gm23 and N. 1 cm23.
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Nevertheless, there remain discrepancies between mod-
eled and observed microphysical quantities near cloud
boundaries; some of these are well understood (e.g.,
spurious supersaturation at cloud top), and others are
less so (why are DSDs too wide below cloud base?). As
with past studies (e.g., Khairoutdinov and Kogan 1999;
Rémillard et al. 2017), we find too many of the largest
drops, although in the case studies presented here, this
primarily occurs near and below cloud base (Figs. 9
and 10). We suspect that the tendency of the model to
produce overly broad DSDs is caused by separation
of spatial advection and drop growth, but this hypothe-
sis cannot be tested until a solution to the problem of
combined Eulerian advection and condensation in bin
schemes has been implemented.
Turbulent enhancement of collision–coalescence plays a
relatively minor role in determining bulk microphysical
profiles in the context of these simulations. Despite the
low dissipation rates (typical in-cloud «, 10 cm2 s23),
there are clear differences in R and DSD shape between
FIG. 11. Profiles of percentile diameters d50, d75, d90, d95, and d99 for case TO17. Shading of the observations is as in Fig. 9. Cloud
boundaries (symbols on the ordinate) are the lowest and highest levels with LWC . 0:01 gm23.
FIG. 10. Profiles of percentile diameters d50, d75, d90, d95, and d99 for case TO14. Shading of the observations is as in Fig. 9. Cloud
boundaries (symbols on the ordinate) are the lowest and highest levels with LWC .0:01 gm23.
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the CTRL and TURB configurations for TO14 (Figs. 6,
9, and 10), and we reiterate that numerical diffusion due
to the handling of condensation in an Eulerian dynam-
ical framework may limit the impact of the turbulent
kernel on precipitation initiation, especially for HI bin
resolution. Given that « is one to two orders of mag-
nitude smaller than in shallow cumulus, this points to
the potential for turbulent enhancement of collision–
coalescence to have an impact on precipitation in a
wide variety of cloud types.
Of greater apparent importance are differences in
spectral resolution, which influence the direction and
magnitude of the effects of the turbulent kernel. Rela-
tive to the CTRL configurations, Dd99 increases for
LO TURB but decreases for HI TURB. The magnitude
of the effect is also different for R (larger increase for
LO TURB than HI TURB), but this is likely due to the
broader s produced by theHI configurations. For TO17,
the profiles of R are quite different for LO and HI bin
resolution, but little surface accumulation occurs for any
of the simulations. The counterintuitive result that the
HI configurations produce broader spectra cannot be
replicated in a parcel or box model; it is particular to the
use of bin microphysics in an Eulerian framework. As an
illustration, the tendency of the HI configurations to
produce larger drops is opposite of that expected from
the box model analysis of Tzivion et al. (1999), who find
that finer bin resolution reduces numerical diffusion in
the collision–coalescence scheme. Instead, the evidence
for increased numerical diffusion due to collision–
coalescence in these simulations can be seen in the
percentile diameter profiles (Figs. 10 and 11), where
despite lower s in the LO simulations, the separation
between HI- and LO-percentile diameters near the
surface decreases from a maximum at d50 [relative dif-
ference (HI CTRL 2 LO CTRL)/LO CTRL 5 34%]
to a minimum for d99 (relative difference 13%).
This study is not the first to acknowledge the difficulty
of process-level attribution with respect to the impact
of changingmicrophysics numerics (Grabowski 2014).
The response of many other workers has been to remove
microphysical feedbacks on dynamics (Pinsky et al. 2008;
Grabowski 2014; Magaritz-Ronen et al. 2016), but the
coupling of microphysics and dynamics in the presence
of precipitation significantly alters the outcome of sim-
ulations and cannot be ignored (Stevens et al. 1998;
Ackerman et al. 2004; Bretherton et al. 2007). Instead,
the work presented here seeks to use observations as
the standard for comparison while holding boundary
conditions constant to allow the coupled microphysical–
dynamical cloud system to respond in an admittedlymore
complex but physically relevant manner. The problem
with using observations as the point of comparison is
that many aspects of covariability in microphysics and
meteorology are not captured by the LES. They either
occur at temporal/spatial scales that cannot be simulated
in LES, or they are simply not represented in the model
physics (e.g., by using constant surface fluxes). As such,
obtaining consistently good agreement between obser-
vations and LES results may ultimately be an unattain-
able goal. Despite this, the observations should still
serve as the ‘‘ground truth,’’ as they can meaningfully
guide future work by demonstrating the shortcomings of
the models designed to reproduce them.
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